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Abstract. In breast cancer diagnosis and therapy monitoring, there is a need for frequent, noninvasive disease
progression evaluation. Breast tumors differ from healthy tissue in mechanical stiffness as well as optical proper-
ties, which allows optical methods to detect and monitor breast lesions noninvasively. Spatial frequency-domain
imaging (SFDI) is a reflectance-based diffuse optical method that can yield two-dimensional images of absolute
optical properties of tissue with an inexpensive and portable system, although depth penetration is limited. Since
the absorption coefficient of breast tissue is relatively low and the tissue is quite flexible, there is an opportunity
for compression of tissue to bring stiff, palpable breast lesions within the detection range of SFDI. Sixteen breast
tissue-mimicking phantoms were fabricated containing stiffer, more highly absorbing tumor-mimicking inclusions
of varying absorption contrast and depth. These phantoms were imaged with an SFDI system at five levels of
compression. An increase in absorption contrast was observed with compression, and reliable detection of each
inclusion was achieved when compression was sufficient to bring the inclusion center within ∼12 mm of the
phantom surface. At highest compression level, contrasts achieved with this system were comparable to
those measured with single source–detector near-infrared spectroscopy. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22.12.121605]
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1 Introduction
Breast cancer is the most prevalent nonskin cancer among
women. In 2014, 236,968 women were diagnosed, and 41,211
died of breast cancer.1 The most common method of screening
for breast cancer is x-ray mammography. When the results of
screening mammography are suspicious, guidelines recommend
breast biopsy to obtain a definitive diagnosis.2 For mammo-
graphic or sonographic findings considered “probably benign”
(BI-RADS III), repeated imaging at 6 month intervals is usually
recommended for nonpalpable lesions.3 However, the presence
of a palpable breast lesion is often considered indication for
immediate biopsy2,4 (despite evidence that palpable lesions dis-
playing “probably benign” features have a rate of true malig-
nancy comparable to that of nonpalpable lesions4–6), which
indicateds the need for a noninvasive method of frequent mon-
itoring of these lesions. Frequent monitoring of breast lesions is
also of interest for patients undergoing neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy,7 to predict therapy outcome earlier than is possible
with mammography and ultrasound.8,9

Breast tumors are known to be highly vascularized, containing
greater total hemoglobin and water concentration and lower lipid
concentration than the surrounding tissue.10 Malignant breast
tumors are also known to be stiffer than surrounding healthy
breast tissue and often are found to be stiffer than benign abnor-
malities such as fibroadenoma.11,12 A variety of approaches exist
to detect and monitor breast lesions based on these properties.

Optical imaging of breast tissue lends itself for monitoring
palpable lesions noninvasively, as optical methods do not
require exogenous contrast agents or ionizing radiation, making

these techniques appropriate for repeated measurements. In
addition, advantages of using optical methods include low cost
and portability. In particular, diffuse optical imaging with near-
infrared light to measure absorption and scattering properties in
breast tissue has previously been used to differentiate between
healthy tissue and breast lesions,10,13 and to monitor breast
cancer in patients undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy.7,10

Among optical imaging modalities, one can distinguish
between continuous wave (CW) diffuse optical imaging systems
and time- or frequency-domain instruments. While CW systems
can be built more inexpensively than time- or frequency-domain
instruments, determination of tissue constituents via quantitative
assessment of absorption and scattering properties is not
possible.10 Instead, such systems can only be used to detect
changes in hemoglobin concentration relative to baseline.14

However, estimates of the tissue absorption coefficient can be
obtained by assuming reduced scattering coefficient from the
literature values15 or by incorporating frequency-domain mea-
surements to determine reduced scattering coefficient at selected
wavelengths.16,17

Optical imaging of the breast can be accomplished with
parallel plate geometry and slight compression of the breast,
using an array of multiple fixed sources and detectors,18 or by
scanning the source and detection fibers.19,20 Other approaches
use ring or cup-like geometry to image the uncompressed
breast.14,17,21 Optical tomographic systems, including time-
domain21 and combined CW frequency-domain systems,17,18

can be used to obtain a three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction
of optical properties (and thus absolute chromophore concentra-
tions) within the breast, whereas CW systems can be used
to measure relative changes in chromophore concentrations.14
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However, tomographic systems are often costly, large in size,
and require computationally demanding analysis for 3-D
reconstruction.

Two-dimensional (2-D) maps of tissue optical properties can
also be obtained from parallel plate geometry and scanning of
source and detection fibers.10 These instruments typically use
CW illumination and therefore cannot directly quantify absolute
hemoglobin concentrations. Time-domain, parallel plate optical
mammography systems exist; however, absorption coefficient
maps were found to provide poor sensitivity to breast
inhomogeneities.20 Another approach is a hybrid CW and fre-
quency-domain system that operates in reflectance geometry
and is equipped with a handheld probe moved in a grid
pattern over the location of the tumor.16,22 This approach utilizes
a fixed source–detector separation of 28 mm to probe an
estimated mean depth of 10 mm. This system has been used
to quantify differences in optical properties between breast
tumors and healthy tissue,16 and for monitoring neoadjuvant
chemotherapy.22,23

Other modalities have been developed to distinguish between
healthy tissue and cancerous tissue based on the mechanical
properties. Clinical breast exam (CBE) is one such method
that relies on the detection of stiffness contrast between breast
lesions and healthy tissue, but results of CBE are inherently sub-
jective. In addition, comparison of a lesion’s size and stiffness
with that of past exams is also challenging. Multiple approaches
have been developed to attempt to quantify differences detected
by palpation. In mechanical or tactile imaging, an array of force
sensors records stresses resulting from pressing a probe against
the tissue,24–26 or mechanical indentation with a single force sen-
sor may be performed at multiple locations over the location of
the mass.27,28 In addition, shear wave elastography can be used
to noninvasively estimate elastic modulus in vivo, based on the
speed of propagation of shear waves introduced by an acoustic
pressure wave.29,30

Aside from directly measuring this mechanical contrast,
there exists an opportunity for an optical breast lesion-monitor-
ing device that takes advantage of stiffness contrast by leverag-
ing compressing of tissue. Compression in x-ray mammography
provides multiple benefits, including reduction of motion blur,
decreased radiation dose, and the prevention of tissue overlap.31

For diffuse optics, depth sensitivity depends in-part on the im-
aging geometry. In reflectance mode diffuse optical imaging,
depth sensitivity varies based on the source–detector separation,
with larger separation sampling deeper regions of tissue. As
depth sensitivity is limited, tissue compression has the potential
to increase detection of breast masses by decreasing total tissue
thickness. In addition, compression over the location of a stiff,
palpable breast lesion has the potential to reduce the thickness of
the superficial healthy tissue without significantly reducing the
size of the lesion.

Here, we describe an approach for imaging palpable breast
lesions that is based on spatial frequency-domain imaging
(SFDI).32 Using structured illumination at multiple spatial
frequencies, absorption and scattering properties of tissue are
quantified, producing “maps” of absolute hemoglobin concen-
tration over an area spanning several centimeters. The technique
requires a projector and CCD camera, with each pixel on the
CCD sensor functioning as a detector. This enables high spatial
resolution without any moving components and without a com-
plex array of optical fibers. Such a system has the potential for
incorporation into an inexpensive handheld imaging device,

which could even be sent home with the patient for frequent
self-monitoring. Spatially modulated light has previously
been used for tomographic reconstruction of heterogeneities
in phantoms located 3 mm beneath the surface,33 but the limits
of depth sensitivity for SFDI have not yet been conclusively
determined. While SFDI remains primarily sensitive to superfi-
cial layers of tissue, we will demonstrate that this approach is
applicable for deeper, but palpable, breast lesions. The relatively
low absorption coefficient of the healthy breast and the flexibil-
ity of the tissue present a good opportunity for measurement
with this technique. In particular, we envision that by compres-
sion of soft tissue, such as healthy breast tissue, stiff, palpable
lesions can be imaged within the depth sensitivity of SFDI. This
potential is demonstrated using breast tissue-mimicking soft
phantoms, where mechanical compression is used to image
highly absorbing, stiff inclusions.

2 Methods
SFDI is a quantitative imaging method to assess tissue optical
properties. Details about SFDI can be found elsewhere32 and are
described only briefly here. SFDI utilizes projections of spa-
tially modulated light to extract tissue optical properties, specifi-
cally the absorption, μa, and reduced scattering, μ 0

s , coefficients,
over a wide-field area. Our benchtop SFDI system uses a minia-
ture laser projector (SHOWWX, MicroVision, Redmond,
Washington) with center wavelength λ ¼ 642 nm for illumina-
tion of tissue. Reflected images are captured by an 8-bit CCD
camera (Chameleon, PointGrey, Richmond, British Columbia)
using an exposure time of 16.45 ms. To avoid specular reflec-
tion, crossed polarizers (LPNIRE100-B, Thorlabs, Newton,
New Jersey) were employed.34,35 Working distance between
the imaged object and the camera was d ¼ 17 cm, with an
area of illumination of 8 cm × 8 cm. A schematic of the imaging
system is seen in Fig. 1.

Sinusoidal patterns for illumination were generated in
MATLAB® (Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts) at five spa-
tial frequencies (fx ¼ 0, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1 mm−1). Tabassum
et al. have previously demonstrated that spatial frequencies of
0 mm−1 (direct current, DC) and 0.1 mm−1 are alone sufficient
for separation of absorption and reduced scattering coefficients.36

The projector used exhibits a nonlinear intensity response (γ),
which was characterized by projecting DC illumination onto a
homogeneous phantom at a series of pixel values, and recording
the average intensity detected by the camera. The input–output
curve was fit to

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic and (b) photo of SFDI system with phantom
under compression.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;752Vout ¼ AVγ
in (1)

by applying a log transformation and using MATLAB’s “polyfit”
function with n ¼ 1 (linear fit). After determining the projector’s
characteristic γ value, a correction was applied as illumination
patterns were generated to compensate for this effect and ensure
the projection of true sinusoidal patterns.

The projector operates by raster-scanning a laser across the
projection area, with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Exposure time
of the camera (16.45 ms) was chosen to capture one refresh of
the laser projector, although it was not possible to synchronize
the camera and projector precisely, resulting in artifacts. To
eliminate these artifacts, images were acquired continuously
at 15 fps, obtaining ∼12 frames per illumination pattern. For
each pixel, median value was calculated over these frames.
Of each frequency, three evenly spaced phases (spatial shifts)
were projected (0 deg, 120 deg, and 240 deg). Five frequencies
at three phases each were projected with a 0.1 s pause between
each pattern. Total acquisition time was ∼20 s.

Image analysis was performed according to the process
described by Cuccia et al.,32 which is summarized briefly
here. For each frequency, the resulting three images are demodu-
lated into one map of AC modulation (MAC) according to

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;499MACðx;fxÞ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðI1− I2Þ2þðI2− I3Þ2þðI3− I1Þ2;

q
(2)

where I1, I2, and I3 are intensities for the three different phases,
fx represents spatial frequency of illumination, and x is the
spatial location within the images. The same images are also
obtained from a reference phantom of known optical properties.
Cuccia et al. derived the following equation for diffuse reflec-
tance, RdðfxÞ, of sinusoidal illumination that depends on optical
properties of the sample (μa and μ 0

s) as well as spatial frequency
of the illumination.32

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;367RdðfxÞ ¼
3Aðμ 0

s∕μtrÞ
ðμ 0

eff∕μtrÞðμ 0
eff∕μtrÞ

; (3)

where μtr ¼ μa þ μ 0
s , and μ 0

eff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ðμaμtrÞ þ f2x

p
. A is a propor-

tionality constant that incorporates refractive index of the
medium. From Eq. (3), diffuse reflectance of the reference phan-
tom with known optical properties may be calculated at each
frequency, and diffuse reflectance of the sample is obtained
multiplying this value by the ratio of sample and reference
AC modulation. This division controls the absolute source
intensity and modulation transfer function of the system.32

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;752Rd;sampðfxÞ ¼
MAC;sampðfxÞ
MAC;refðfxÞ

· Rd;refðfxÞ: (4)

The result is a value of Rd at multiple spatial frequencies for
each pixel of the image. Values of μa and μ 0

s are then determined
by fitting the data to Eq. (3) with the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm (using MATLAB’s “fsolve” function.)

Optical phantoms were created to mimic breast tissue in
terms of stiffness as well as optical properties for healthy and
cancerous tissues. Mechanical properties of healthy breast tissue
have been reported previously to range between 3.25 and 22 kPa
for normal fat tissue and between 3.24 and 34 kPa for normal
glandular tissue.11,12 Breast cancer lesions are frequently stiffer
than healthy tissue, with Young’s modulus of 16 to 26 kPa for
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and 42 to 112 kPa for invasive
ductal carcinoma (IDC).11,12 In addition, Krouskop et al. found
the stress–strain behavior of lesions to be more strongly nonlin-
ear that that of a healthy breast. At higher strains (20% precom-
pression of tissue), the stiffness of both DCIS and IDC diverged
greatly from that of healthy tissue.12 Optical properties of
healthy breast tissue have been reported to be μa ¼ 0.01 to
0.05 cm−1 and μ 0

s ¼ 10 to 13 cm−1, for wavelengths of 600
to 700 nm. The optical properties of breast cancer lesions are
not usually reported on their own but as an absorption coeffi-
cient ratio between healthy and diseased tissues, ranging
from 1.16 to 2.5.18,37,38

To mimic healthy breast tissue and palpable breast lesions,
flexible polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) (Ecoflex 00-10,
Smooth-on, Macungie, Pennsylvania) phantoms were fabricated
with stiffer breast cancer-mimicking inclusions embedded
(SORTA-clear 40, Smooth-on, Macungie, Pennsylvania).

We fabricated optical phantoms using titanium dioxide (0.3
to 1.0 μm, Atlantic Equipment Engineers, Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey) and Higgins black India ink (Chartpak, Inc., Leeds,
Massachusetts) as absorption and scattering agents, respectively.
The phantoms were molded in cylindrical containers, having a
diameter of 8.2 cm and height of 6.4 cm. Inclusions were spheri-
cal, with a diameter of 1.7 cm. For the breast tumor-mimicking
inclusions, varying amounts of ink were used to achieve a range
of absorption coefficients, identified as types A, B, C, and D
(Table 1).

For the background, we used 2400 mL each of Ecoflex parts
A and B, 552 μL of ink, and 8 g of TiO2. Absorption and scat-
tering agents were combined with the highly viscous parts A and
B with the aid of an electric hand mixer, and both components
were vacuum degassed separately for ∼1 h. 1280 mL of silicone
thinner (Smooth-on, Macungie, Pennsylvania) was added to part
A to aid in mixing and degassing. The two components were
then combined and mixed by hand. The final mixture was
degassed for an additional 10 min after being transferred to
the cylindrical molds.

Table 1 Optical and mechanical properties of phantoms. For optical properties of inclusions A–D, values in brackets indicate the contrast relative
to the background optical properties: ðμa;inclusion − μa;backgroundÞ∕μa;background and ðμ 0

s;inclusion − μ 0
s;backgroundÞ∕μ 0

s;background.

Background Reference Inclusion A Inclusion B Inclusion C Inclusion D

μa;642 (cm−1) 0.033 0.052 0.058 [0.8] 0.079 [1.4] 0.091 [1.7] 0.104 [2.1]

μ 0
s;642 (cm−1) 10.6 9.01 12.4 [0.2] 12.7 [0.2] 13.0 [0.2] 13.3 [0.3]

Stiffness (OO scale) 9.7 13.7 70.4 75.7 74.8 69.4
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For the inclusions, we used 1060 mL SORTA-clear part A,
combined with 320 mL silicone thinner and 2.0 g TiO2, mixed
with an electric mixer and degassed for ∼1 h. This mixture was
divided evenly into four portions. To each, 26 mL of SORTA-
clear part B was added along with 69, 94, 117, or 140 μL of ink,
mixed by hand, and transferred to spherical molds. The final
mixtures were degassed for an additional 20 min in the molds,
or until no more bubbles were visible.

Sixteen breast cancer-mimicking phantoms were created
with each absorption contrast for the inclusion (A to D) at four
different depths. Each phantom had one inclusion embedded in
it at depths ranging from 13 to 22 mm (measured from surface of
phantom to center of inclusion). Inclusion depth for each phan-
tom is shown in Table 2.

The background of all 16 phantoms was made from one mix-
ture of PDMS to ensure consistent optical properties of the back-
ground material. An additional homogeneous phantom with the
same dimensions and mechanical properties was fabricated as a
reference phantom for SFDI measurements. The homogeneous
reference phantom was fabricated with a similar procedure to
that described above, using 300 mL each parts A and B, 160
mL thinner, 69 μL ink, and 1.0 g TiO2. For each type of inclu-
sion (A to D), a larger homogeneous phantom was also made
from the same batch of PDMS, for verification of optical proper-
ties. Optical properties of these phantoms were measured by a
frequency-domain near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) system
(OxiplexTS, ISS, Champaign, Illinois) at 690 and 830 nm.
Assuming a negligible wavelength dependence in absorption
coefficient for India ink between 642 and 690 nm, and a
power law relationship in scattering coefficient, optical proper-
ties for λ ¼ 642 nm were obtained and are summarized in
Table 1. The stiffness of the materials was also measured with
a shore-OO durometer (Guangzhou Landtek Instruments,
Guangzhou, China).

To evaluate the maximum depth of a detectable inclusion, as
well as to quantify the contrast improvement by compression,
we performed the following experiment for each phantom.
A glass petri dish of diameter 6.3 cm was positioned over
the center of the inclusion. A layer of mineral oil (Johnson
& Johnson, New Brunswick, New Jersey) was added between
the glass and the phantom surface to guarantee uniform contact
and eliminate entrapped air. An acrylic plate with a circular cut-
out was placed on top of the petri dish and used to apply evenly
distributed force to the rim of the dish. The plate was lowered
slightly to a standardized height to ensure good contact and to
reduce effects from small height differences between the phan-
toms. Phantom height varied from 62.5 and 65.3 mm, with a
mean of 64.3 mm. With percent compression defined as change

in phantom height divided by initial height, initial phantom
compression was ∼3%. The phantom was then further com-
pressed in four increments: 16%, 31%, 47%, and 55% compres-
sion. SFDI images were acquired at each compression level. The
homogeneous reference phantom was imaged with the same
compression levels to avoid height differences and ensure con-
sistent illumination between the sample and reference phantom.
Changes in intensity that occurred as the phantom was com-
pressed could be ignored due to the nature of Eq. (4), which
considers only a ratio between sample and reference intensity.

However, as the same sinusoidal illumination patterns were
used for all compression levels, a nonnegligible decrease in spa-
tial frequency occurred as the distance between sample and pro-
jector was increased. Effective spatial frequencies (corrected for
divergence of projector) were determined and used in fitting
optical properties. This divergence was quantified by imaging
a calibration pattern of known size, which was placed on the
surface of the phantom. Images were acquired at each compres-
sion level under ambient illumination, which were used to estab-
lish spacing (pixel/mm) for each level. The calibration pattern
was then projected onto the phantom at each compression level.
From these images, the width of the pattern in pixels was deter-
mined and converted to width in mm. Due to this divergence, the
spatial frequency of illumination at highest compression level
was found to be 84% of that at lowest compression level.
The change in spatial frequency was taken into account for
further processing, which was based on applying Eqs. (2)–(4)
for computing 2-D maps of μa and μ 0

s .
In order to evaluate whether the optical properties of the

embedded inclusions yield a contrast comparable to the litera-
ture values in humans using reflectance-based single-source–
detector signals, we performed the following experiments.
Using a frequency-domain NIRS system (OxiplexTS, ISS,
Champaign, Illinois), one 400-μm-diameter detection fiber
and one 400-μm-diameter source fiber (FT400EMT, Thorlabs,
Newton, New Jersey) for 690 nm were positioned at a separation
of 28 mm, ∼2 mm from the surface of the phantom. The source–
detector pair was then translated along the surface of the phan-
toms with a total of 40 mm, with the inclusion located in the
center of the scanned path. The direction of motion was
perpendicular to the fiber probe direction and DC intensity
was measured every 2.25 mm. From these measurements, an
estimate of change in absorption coefficient from baseline
was obtained from the modified Beer–Lambert law39

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;326;269ΔμaðxÞ ¼
1

r · dpf
ln

�
DCð0Þ
DCðxÞ

�
; (5)

where r is the source–detector separation, and dpf is the differ-
ential pathlength factor, estimated to be 10.7 (from source–
detector separation and baseline μa and μ 0

s at 690 nm, assuming
semi-infinite medium).40 DC(x) is the DC intensity measured at
a given spatial location. DC(0) is the intensity value of the back-
ground. The result is a linescan representing Δμa;690 at varying
spatial locations over the center of the inclusion for each
phantom.

3 Results
Dependent on the inclusion optical properties, the inclusion
was detectable by SFDI at low levels of compression for
some but not all phantoms. With few exceptions, the inclusion
was undetectable without compression. At full compression

Table 2 Inclusion depth (measured from surface to center of inclu-
sion) for all phantoms.

Depth 1
(mm)

Depth 2
(mm)

Depth 3
(mm)

Depth 4
(mm)

μa;inclusion ¼ 0.058 cm−1 14.0 17.2 20.3 22.2

μa;inclusion ¼ 0.079 cm−1 14.4 16.3 20.0 22.2

μa;inclusion ¼ 0.091 cm−1 12.7 17.4 18.4 21.9

μa;inclusion ¼ 0.104 cm−1 13.0 17.1 19.0 22.1
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(55% change in height), the inclusion was visible in all cases.
Representative 2-D maps of μa for 8 of the 16 phantoms at two
selected compression levels are shown in Fig. 2. To aid
visual comparison, background μa for each phantom has been
standardized to the mean value.

For each phantom at maximum compression, the center of
the inclusion was located by cropping the absorption coefficient
map to include the known center location and exclude artifacts,
then applying a Gaussian blur filter (MATLAB’s “imguassfilt”
function) of σ ¼ 3, and obtaining the location of maximum pixel
value. Locations at all other compression levels were obtained
by applying a known correction for the slight translation in the
frame resulting from compression. An average cross section
over five pixels, corresponding to a width of 2.3 mm, was
obtained for each absorption coefficient map (16 phantoms
and 5 compression levels each). The average optical properties
of the background (defined as the average values over a region
∼10 to 12 mm away from the center of the inclusion on either
side) did not vary significantly with the level of compression.
For increasing levels of compression, mean background μa
was found to be 0.031� 0.004, 0.031� 0.003, 0.030� 0.003,
0.030� 0.003, and 0.030� 0.003 cm−1, and mean background
μ 0
s was found to be 11.0� 0.4, 11.1� 0.4, 11.1� 0.4,

11.1� 0.3, and 11.1� 0.3 cm−1, demonstrating that height
changes were accurately accounted. Greater variation occurred
among measurements. For four independent measurements,
mean background μa was found to be 0.034� 0.002,
0.032� 0.002, 0.027� 0.002, and 0.028� 0.002 cm−1, and
mean background μ 0

s was found to be 10.7� 0.2, 11.0� 0.2,
11.3� 0.1, and 11.5� 0.2 cm−1.

To further validate the quantification of optical properties by
the SFDI system, eight phantoms were considered, which
contained inclusions deeper than 18 mm, as the inclusion
was in all cases undetectable without compression. From four
independent SFDI measurements of these eight uncompressed
phantoms, mean optical properties of μa ¼ 0.030 cm−1 and
μa ¼ 11.1 cm−1 were obtained. Compared with the values in
Table 1 (measured with frequency-domain NIRS), this repre-
sents a 9.0% error in quantifying μa, and a 5.2% error in
quantifying μ 0

s . However, this may in-part represent error in esti-
mating optical properties at 642 nm using NIRS measurements
at 690 and 830 nm.

For further analysis, the background optical properties were
subtracted from each result. The SFDI measurements were
repeated four times and average Δμa cross sections are
shown in Fig. 3. From each cross section, absorption contrast
was calculated as Δμa∕μa;background, where Δμa is peak absorp-
tion coefficient minus the baseline absorption coefficient for
each measurement, and μa;background is 0.030 cm−1, the mean
background absorption determined above.

Using the center locations identified above, reduced scatter-
ing coefficient cross sections were obtained with the same proc-
ess and shown in Fig. 4. No significant increase in scattering is
observed at the location of the inclusion, and compression does
not have a significant effect on scattering cross sections. This is
to be expected since scattering contrast was small, as seen in
Table 1.

When the inclusion depth was increased for a given inclu-
sion type (moving left to right across Figs. 3 and 4), optical
contrast decreases. When μa;inclusion was increased for a
given inclusion depth (moving down a column in Figs. 3
and 4), the optical contrast increases. Since the inclusion effec-
tively moves closer to the surface by means of compression, we
estimated the effective inclusion depth during a given compres-
sion level by

0.03

0.035

0.04

(a) (b)
cm-1

Full 
compression

Partial 
compression

d0=
14.0 mm

d0=
17.2 mm

d0=
20.3 mm

d0=
22.2 mm 10 mm

0.03

0.04

0.05

Full 
compression

Partial 
compression

d0=
13.0 mm

d0=
17.1 mm

d0=
21.9 mm

d0=
22.1 mm 10 mm cm-1

Fig. 2 Absorption coefficient maps for four phantoms containing
inclusions of μa;inclusion ¼ 0.058 cm−1 at (a) different initial depths
and four phantoms containing inclusions of μa;inclusion ¼ 0.104 cm−1

(b) at partial compression (31%) and full compression (55%).
Dotted circle represents the size of the inclusion (1.7 cm).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3 Absorption coefficient cross sections for each phantom, at
five levels of compression, percent compression defined as change
in phantom height divided by initial height. (a) μa;inclusion ¼ 0.058 cm−1,
(b) μa;inclusion ¼ 0.079 cm−1, (c) μa;inclusion ¼ 0.091 cm−1, and
(d) μa;inclusion ¼ 0.104 cm−1. The inclusion is positioned at the center
of the cross section. As the absorption coefficient of the inclusion
increases, the contrast measured with SFDI increases. Similarly,
as the compression level increases, the effective inclusion depth
decreases and the contrast increases as well.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;752d ¼
�
h
h0

�
× d0; (6)

where h0 and h are the initial and compressed heights of the
phantom, respectively, d0 is the initial depth of the inclusion
(measured from surface to center of the inclusion), and d is the
estimated final depth during compression.

Using the estimated depth, Fig. 5(a) shows the optical
contrast versus estimated final depth for all phantoms and all
compression levels. The optical contrast decreases exponentially
with depth for all μa;inclusion. Best fit lines are calculated
with MATLAB’s “fit” function, model type “exp1”
(single-term exponential). For SFDI, equations of exponential
best fit are as follows: contrast ¼ 1.57e−0.30d, contrast ¼
2.46e−0.29d, contrast ¼ 2.69e−0.29d, contrast ¼ 2.62e−0.26d, for
μa;inclusion ¼ 0.058, 0.079, 0.091, and 0.104 cm−1, respectively.
Figure 5(b) shows the optical contrast from the single source–
detector separation NIRS measurements, also decreasing
exponentially with increase in inclusion depth. Optical contrast
is calculated as peak Δμa∕μa;background, where μa;background
is 0.033 cm−1, based on the NIRS measurements at
690 nm. Equations of exponential best fit are contrast ¼
1.46e−0.14d, contrast ¼ 2.70e−0.13d, contrast ¼ 6.77e−0.19d,
contrast ¼ 3.89e−0.14d for μa;inclusion ¼ 0.058, 0.079, 0.091,
and 0.104 cm−1, respectively. Figure 5(c) compares contrast
measured with SFDI only at highest compression level to
that measured with NIRS (no compression), showing that the
contrast between the inclusion and background as measured
with SFDI is higher or comparable to conventional NIRS-
based measurements. The reported NIRS contrast is based on
the modified Beer–Lambert law, which assumes that the scatter-
ing coefficient does not change. This assumption is justifiable
based on Fig. 4, which demonstrates that the scattering contrast
is negligible.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4 (a)–(d) Reduced scattering coefficient cross sections for each
phantom, at five levels of compression, percent compression defined
as change in phantom height divided by initial height. No significant
scattering contrast is detected, and no significant change with com-
pression. The y-axis is scaled to correspond to the same percentage
change as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5 Measured contrast decreases exponentially with depth for (a) SFDI at all compression levels and
(b) single source–detector separation NIRS. Although depth during compression was not known pre-
cisely, the estimate used here shows the expected exponential relationship, with dependence on
μa;inclusion. The dashed lines in (a) represent the approximate depth threshold for inclusion detection,
12 mm. At lower depths, contrast is greater than 0.05 for each of the four exponential fits. Open circles
represent measurements of uncompressed phantoms. For each of the 16 phantoms, (c) compares opti-
cal contrast from SFDI at highest compression level to that measured with single source–detector sep-
aration NIRS, demonstrating that a similar level of contrast can be achieved by this method.
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4 Discussion
We have demonstrated that stiff, more highly absorbing inclu-
sions embedded in a soft phantom can be imaged with SFDI
even at initial depths of over 20 mm. The principle of this find-
ing is based on compression, where a stiff inclusion is effec-
tively brought closer to the surface, making it possible to be
imaged within the depth sensitivity of SFDI. The results of
Fig. 5(a) indicate that the effect on measured contrast by com-
pression can be described by a reduction in depth of the inclu-
sion. Regardless of initial inclusion depth, compression to a final
depth of less than ∼12 mm appears to be necessary to achieve
reliable detection of the inclusion, defined as contrast above 5%
[Fig. 5(a)]. SFDI with compression [Fig. 5(a)] showed similar
contrast as the NIRS measurements [Fig. 5(b)].

We believe that this approach has potential for imaging pal-
pable breast lesions in vivo in humans. For a demonstration of
the approach, we have used optical phantoms for which the
background material has μa ¼ 0.033 cm−1 and μ 0

s ¼ 10.6 cm−1

at 642 nm, containing inclusions with μa ¼ 0.058, 0.079, 0.091,
and 0.104 cm−1 and μ 0

s ¼ 12.4, 12.7, 13.0, and 13.3 cm−1.
Future in vivo studies will be performed at higher wavelengths
than what is used here, in order to maximize tissue penetration.
Typical total hemoglobin concentration in healthy breast tissue
is ∼20 μM,10,13 which corresponds to μa < 0.04 cm−1 for wave-
lengths between 680 and 820 nm and to μa ≈ 0.026 cm−1 at
730 nm. Thus, the absorption of the background material
used was representative of the absorption of healthy breast tissue
for wavelengths in the near-infrared range.

The four inclusion types used (A to D) had absorption con-
trasts of 0.8, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.1 relative to that of the background.
Using more conventional imaging systems with large source–
detector distances, optical contrasts (Δμa∕μa;background) have
been reported in the literature, including 1.5,37 0.37,38 and
0.16.18 However, it is likely that the lower contrasts reported
in the literature underestimate true tumor/normal contrast due
to partial volume effects. For example, in one study using
the University of California, Irvine’s diffuse optical spectros-
copy and imaging system, the authors reported a mean total
hemoglobin concentration of 23.2 μM in healthy breast,
which increases to 35.1 μM in breast tumors (contrast of
0.5).16 Even though the authors acknowledged the effect of
tumor depth on these results, depth is not directly assessed,
and the contrast reported may represent a significant underesti-
mation of total hemoglobin in breast tumors. The contrasts
reported here from single source–detector linescan measure-
ments are comparable to breast tumor absorption contrasts
found in the literature. Even in the case of the highest absorbing
inclusion studied here (μa ¼ 0.104, 3.1 times higher than back-
ground), single source–detector linescan measurements yielded
contrast of less than 0.5 even at the shallowest depth studied.

The initial depths of the inclusions (12.7 to 22.2 mm, corre-
sponding to 4.2 to 13.7 mm when measured from surface to
edge of inclusion) were also comparable to that of palpable
breast lesions.41 In a study of both lymph-node metastases in
both palpable and nonpalpable breast tumors, node-negative
tumors were located a median of 9.7 mm from the skin to
edge of tumor and node-positive tumors a median of 7.2 mm
from the skin.42 Another study of invasive cancer visible on pre-
operative ultrasound found 39% of patients to have a tumor
located less than 3 mm from the skin.43 The depths studied
here are applicable to most palpable breast lesions and possibly
to a large portion of nonpalpable breast lesions as well.

The soft PDMS used here (Ecoflex 00-10) has been used to
mimic the mechanical properties of breast tissue and found to
have an elastic modulus of 11 kPa at 1% strain.44 Samani et al.
reported the elastic modulus of healthy breast tissue to be under
4 kPa,11 whereas Krouskop et al. reported values up to 22 kPa,12

indicating the material used here is comparable in stiffness to
healthy breast tissue. By conversion from shore A hardness,
the elastic modulus of SORTA-clear 40 is estimated to be
1.3 MPa,45 significantly stiffer than that of breast malignancies
(∼50 to 100 kPa11,12). Further experiments are needed with
inclusions that more closely mimic the stiffness of breast
tumors.

In the translation of this technique to in vivo breast imaging,
blanching of tissue is a significant concern. Carp et al. have
shown 6 lbs of compressive force (2.6 kPa if contact area is
assumed to be 16 in Ref. 2) sufficient to induce hemodynamic
changes in the breast.46 A decrease in total hemoglobin concen-
tration on the order of 10% was observed, demonstrating that a
significant blood volume remains in the tissue at this level of
compression. Krouskop et al. reported the stress–strain curve
of fat tissue in the breast to remain roughly linear up to strains
of 30% and reported an elastic modulus of ∼15 kPa for the
tissue.12 Thus, at 30% strain (breast compressed to 70% of start-
ing thickness), the tissue experiences a stress of ∼4.5 kPa, or
34 mmHg. This pressure estimate is significantly lower than
arterial blood pressure, thus, indicating the possibility of signifi-
cant compression of the breast while maintaining hemoglobin-
based absorption contrasts between lesion and healthy tissue.

In addition to monitoring of palpable breast lesions, we envi-
sion SFDI with compression also having potential for frequent
monitoring of neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Using diffuse optical
methods, multiple studies have found changes in total hemoglo-
bin concentration or tissue oxygen saturation of hemoglobin that
may be predictive of complete response to therapy,47–50 and an
SFDI-based home usage device could allow for frequent mon-
itoring to elucidate changes occurring in tumor vasculature in
the time between chemotherapy doses. SFDI has been used pre-
viously to monitor chemotherapy in a mouse tumor model36 and
we envision translation to human monitoring. For the experi-
ments presented here, time to acquire one absorption map
was ∼20 s; however, this time can be significantly reduced
by the use of a higher frame rate camera, reduction of noise
(eliminating the need to average multiple frames), and the
selection of fewer spatial frequencies.
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